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• High mortgage rates and low a�ordability
weigh on housing demand and
construction.

• Tighter Fed policy slows manufacturing
activity and capex.

• Excess inventories lead to declines in new
orders and production.

• Payrolls growing. Unemployment rate near
cycle low.

• Income growth, lower energy prices,
pandemic savings, and access to credit
support consumer spending.

• Falling inflation boosts sentiment.

POSITIVESOVERALL CYCLE NEGATIVES

The four phases of the economic cycle
and the current status of 12 economic sub-cycles
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Real GDP growth moderated in Q4, but to a still solid pace, supported by 
inventories and net exports. But private domestic demand weakened, 
including slower consumer and business spending growth. Residential 
investment continued to sink. Inflation eased, although the labor market 
remained tight.
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Status and description of sub-cycles
Status Sub-cycle Relation to Overall Cycle Latest trend

Pro-cyclical/Leading

Pro-cyclical/Leading

Vehicle production declined in Q4, but unit sales picked up slightly. Pent-up demand 
supports the cyclical outlook for vehicles, but low inventory and steep financing costs are 
still a headwind to sales growth.  

Pro-cyclical/Lagging Millennials are entering their prime working and spending years, driving up the MY ratio. The 
longer-term trend provides support for economic growth in the next 10-15 years. 

Monetary policy

Autos

Profits

Counter-cyclical/Leading

Pro-cyclical/Coincident

Energy production eased in Q4. Rig count was little changed and has likely peaked in this 
cycle below its pre-pandemic level.

Demographics

Energy

Pro-cyclical/Coincident

Pro-cyclical/Coincident-to-Lagging

Pro-cyclical/Lagging

Pro-cyclical/Coincident

The Fed downshifted its rate hikes to 50 bps in December, amid signs inflation has peaked. 
It proceeded with its tapering schedule in Q4.

The strong U.S. dollar, although o� its peak, weighed on export growth. But imports also fell, 
leading to a positive contribution to Q4 real GDP growth. The trade deficit narrowed slightly.

Housing

Payrolls growth eased, but jobless claims and layo�s remained low (despite some high-pro-
file layo� announcements), keeping the unemployment rate near its cycle low of 3.5%. With 
nearly two job openings per unemployed, labor market conditions remained tight, and 
compensation growth was elevated.

Credit

Pro-cyclical/Leading

Capex barely grew in Q4 amid rising credit costs, weaker profitability, and subdued business 
confidence.

Commercial real estate

Capital spending

Credit spreads narrowed and some composite measures of financial conditions showed 
some easing in Q4. But more banks tightened their lending standards for both consumer 
and business loans. Bank loan growth moderated, but demand has not yet peaked.

Real nonresidential structures investment up marginally in Q4. But investment returns declined 
sharply across most property sectors. Architecture billings also declined, pointing to weakness in 
construction spending in 2023.

Earnings growth slowed significantly. Margins have likely peaked.

Fiscal policy

Pro-cyclical/Coincident

Counter-cyclical/Leading The government budget deficit widened in Q4, as a share of GDP. Government spending 
increased, led by nondefense purchases.

Trade and current 
account

Labor

The housing market correction continued. Although o� their peak, mortgage rates were still 
high and a drag on home sales and construction. Home prices continued to fall and y/y growth 
moderated. Private survey rent measures peaked.
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